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Abstract

Simulations are a popular way to show data refinement. Simulations that have
been proposed are either state level, relating concrete to abstract states in a given
state space, or value level, relating individual concrete to abstract values and hence
holding for all state spaces. Value-level simulations are less complex and easier to
use, but the extent of their completeness has not been well studied. We show that
in fact known value-level simulations are in general incomplete but are complete
when operations are limited to a single argument.
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0 Introduction

Suppose we have a program pgm(A) that uses the operations of a data type
A. We wish to substitute a more concrete data type C while guaranteeing that
the behavior of pgm(C) will not surprise us. In fact, we would like to know if
we can do this for all programs, not just a particular one, in which case we can
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say that C refines A. What “not surprised” means varies from one author to
another but does include the notion of subsetting of visible behavior. Proving
this subsetting directly for all programs is hard; a popular and more practical
approach is to exhibit a simulation relation between the concrete and abstract
state spaces (or alternatively, data values) and then to show that this relation
holds for each operation.

Simulations come in many different forms but can be broadly classified as
either state-level or value-level. As the names imply, a state-level simulation
relates concrete states to abstract states while a value-level simulation relates
the values that make up the states. For example, suppose we wish to refine a
bag that holds integers with operations add and remove by an integer stack
with operations push and pop. Given a program, a state-level simulation would
relate a given state of that program using the stack to the corresponding states
of that same program using the bag; a value-level simulation would instead
relate a stack with some configuration to those bags containing the same
elements and would similarly relate the integers, in this case with an identity.

Value-level reasoning has two attractions. In the first place, this kind of rea-
soning is in accord with the usual programming language constructs for data
abstraction: modules define data types (bags, queues), not state spaces. By
contrast, much of the treatment in the literature on data refinement supposes
a particular state space and does not deal with the issue of using a data type
in a different state space.

In the second place, the complexity of value-level reasoning is typically less
than that of state-level. Suppose we were to fix state spaces for the bag and
the queue data types, respectively. To verify that the stack refines the bag we
would have to show, for the state-level simulation, that the relation holds for
both operations on all instances for all states. For the value-level simulation,
we need to show only that the relation holds for the combinations of values
mentioned in the operations, since the value-level simulation induces a state
space in a pointwise way, a process that is less complex. In addition, a state-
level proof for a given state space would assure us of refinement for that state
space only; we might then have to repeat the proof for each possible state
space, whereas a value-level simulation assures us of refinement for any state
space.

The purpose of this paper is to compare the relative power of value-level and
state-level simulations. We use for our model a partial-correctness semantics
of first-order input-output programs, although the results can be applied to
total correctness and to reactive programs. There are two important state-
level simulations, forward and backward, and these are known to be complete
with respect to refinement [7]. For value-level we propose two analogous simu-
lations, value-level forward and backward, and show by means of an example
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that the completeness of these simulations depends on the language available.
If operations can read and write multiple values, then these value-level simu-
lations are not complete. But if the language is constrained in such a way that
each operation has only a single argument, then they are complete. Hence
completeness depends on the language restrictions chosen. We also observe
that the value-level simulations proposed in the literature for data refinement
are all examples of our value-level forward or backward simulations, so known
value-level simulations are no more complete than shown here.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we give a definition
of data type suitable for value-level reasoning and recall from [7] the definition
of data refinement and the forward and backward state-level simulations. We
then define the value-level forward and backward simulations. In Section 2 we
show that these value-level simulations, while sound, are incomplete unless
the data types are restricted to have only a single argument. We also discuss a
stronger completeness result for a more restricted set-up. In Section 3 we show
that other value-level simulations proposed in the literature are examples of
our value-level forward and backward simulations. In the interest of space,
some of the proofs are not shown but are included in an expanded on-line
technical report version [1].

1 Data Types, Data Refinement and Simulations

We begin by giving a definition of a data type as a structure for a signature,
similar to [6]. Then we define a state space in the usual way and associate the
data type definition with the state space. This gives us a definition of data
type that is of the form specified by de Roever and Engelhardt [7] and permits
us to compare state-level and value-level results.

Definition 1 (Signature) A signature is a triple Σ
def
= (v, h, Op) where v is

a visible sort name, h is a hidden sort name, and Op is a set of pairs (P : w),
where P is an operation name, w ∈ T ∗ and T = {v, h}. ��

Note that an operation (P : w) has a domain and co-domain that are both of
sort w, consistent with [7]. For ease of exposition we have restricted signatures
to a single hidden and a single visible sort. The important distinction is be-
tween hidden and visible, and the results presented here would not be affected
by adopting multiple hidden or multiple visible sorts. Each of the proofs is
easily generalized to multiple sorts.

Definition 2 (Data type) A data type A for signature Σ is a Σ-structure

A
def
= (D, I, O, F ) where
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• Domain D is partitioned into sets D.t for each t ∈ T .
• Initialization I is partitioned into relations I.v ⊆ D.v × D.v and I.h ⊆

{·} × D.h that initialize visible and hidden values, respectively, where · is
an anonymous hidden value.

• For each operation (P : w) ∈ Op, O contains a relation P ⊆ D.w × D.w,
where for w ∈ T ∗, D.w is the cross-product of the domains of the sorts in
w.

• Finalization F is partitioned into relations F.v ⊆ D.v × D.v and F.h ⊆
D.h× {·} that finalize visible and hidden values, respectively. ��

Without loss of generality we assume that the sort domains are disjoint; if
necessary we may subscript every element of each domain with the sort name.

Notationally, for (P : w) ∈ Op and b′ ∈ D.w, P [b′] def
= {b | (b′, b) ∈ P}. Data

types A and C are compatible if they share the same signature and the same
visible domain.

A data type A may be placed in the context of a state space and so become a
state-level data type. Each of the variables in the state space corresponds to
one of the data type sorts and ranges over the domain of the sort. State-level
operations are written as P (�g) for each operation (P : w) ∈ Op and tuple �g of
disjoint variables where the sort of �g is w. We require disjointness of variables
in �g to avoid aliasing problems for output. Informally, P (�g) is a state-level
relation that is the identity for variables not in �g and uses the relation of P
for the values of the variables in �g. A state-level initialization operation is
defined based on A’s initialization that relates initial visible states to initial
composite states and finalization that similarly relates composite final states
to visible final states.

More precisely, let R be the set of variables for a state-level data type, with R
partitioned into R.v and R.h for the visible and hidden variables, respectively.
Then we may define a hidden state space hss and a visible state space vss
in the usual way based on D.h and D.v, respectively, and a composite state
space css as the cross product of the hidden and visible spaces.

We extend the notion of sort to tuples of values and tuples of sort names in
the expected way. If �g is a tuple of unique variables and s is a state, then for
any variable y, s.y is the value of y in s and s.�g is the tuple of values drawn
from s according to �g. Now we define a data type for a state space.

Definition 3 (State-level data type) Let A = (D, I, O, F ) be a data type
and let R be the variables for a state space. The state-level data type, A, is
given by A def

= (R,D, I,O,F), or just A def
= (I,O,F) when the other parts are

understood. I,O and F are given as:

• I ⊆ vss× css is a state-level initialization operation defined as the set of all
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(s′, s) s.t. if y is a visible variable then s.y ∈ I.v[s.y′] and if y is a hidden
variable then s.y ∈ I.h[·].

• O is a set of operations {(P (�g) : w) | (P : w) ∈ Op and �g, a vector of
disjoint variables, is sort w }. The meaning of P (�g) is given as the set of all
state pairs (s′, s) s.t. for all variables y of A, if y is not in �g then s.y = s′.y
and otherwise s.�g ∈ P [s′.�g ].

• F ⊆ css × vss is a state-level finalization operation defined as the set of all
(s′, s) s.t. if y is a visible variable then s.y ∈ F.v[s′.y] and if y is a hidden
variable then F.h[s′.y] = {·}. ��

Definition 3 is a restriction of the general definition of data type given in [7], 4

and we now recall those definitions of program, data refinement and simula-
tion, adapted to our notation for state-level data types.

Given state-level data type C, Pgms(C) consists of all programs built up out
of sequential composition, nondeterministic choice and recursion of operations
in C [7, Section 3.4]. If there is a bijection J from the operations of C to those
of A and if pgm(C) is a program of C then pgm(A) is that program of A
obtained by replacing the operations P of C.O with J(P) of A.O, where the
qualifications “C.” and “A.” are added to distinguish between data types.

Definition 4 (Data refinement) Let C and A be state-level data types de-
rived from data types C and A, respectively. C is a data refinement (or just
refinement) of A if there is a bijection J as given above s.t. for all programs
pgm(A) ∈ Pgms(A) the following inclusion holds:

C.I; pgm(C); C.F ⊆ A.I; pgm(A);A.F ✷

Next we recall the definitions of state-level forward and backward simulations
(L and L−1, respectively, in the terminology of [7]). For a concise and readable
presentation of forward and backward simulations, see [4].

Definition 5 (State-level simulation) Let C and A be state-level data types
with a bijection J from the operations of C to those of A.

• There is a state-level forward simulation from C to A (denoted C ⊆F A) iff
there is fw ⊆ C.css ×A.css s.t.

4 In [7], any two data types must have disjoint sets of hidden variables. Since this
complicates our discussion needlessly, we allow state-level data types to have the
same hidden variables. Also, we use a bijection to relate the operations of two data
types rather than indexing the operations. Finally, (R,D,I,O,F) may be read as
(R.v,R.h,D.v,D.h,I,O,F), the format specified by [7].
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C.I ⊆ A.I; fw−1 (fw init)

for all P ∈ C.O : fw−1; C.P ⊆ A.(J(P)); fw−1 (fw opn)

fw−1; C.F ⊆ A.F (fw final)

• There is a state-level backward simulation from C to A (denoted C ⊆B A)
iff there is bk ⊆ C.css ×A.css s.t.

C.I; bk ⊆ A.I (bk init)

for all P ∈ C.O : C.P; bk ⊆ bk ;A.(J(P)) (bk opn)

C.F ⊆ bk ;A.F (bk final) ✷

We know from [7] that state-level simulations are sound with respect to data
refinement. We are now ready to give our definition of value-level simulation.
A sorted relation L from C to A is Lt ⊆ A.D.t × C.D.t for t ∈ T . For
(P : w) ∈ Op, Lw is the pointwise extension of L according to the sorts of w:
if w = (t1, t2, . . . , tn) then Lw = Lt1 × Lt2 × . . .× Ltn .

Definition 6 (Value-level simulation) Let A and C be compatible data
types.

• There is a value-level forward simulation from C to A (denoted by C ⊆LF A)
iff there is a sorted relation lfw from C to A s.t.

for all t ∈ T : C.I.t ⊆ A.I.t; lfw−1 (vlf init)

for all (P : w) ∈ Op: lfw−1
w ;C.P ⊆ A.P ; lfw−1

w (vlf opn)

for all t ∈ T : lfw−1;C.F.t ⊆ A.F.t (vlf final)

• There is a value-level backward simulation from C to A (denoted by C ⊆LB

A) iff there is a sorted relation lbk from C to A s.t.

for all t ∈ T : C.I.t; lbk ⊆ A.I.t (vlb init)

for all (P : w) ∈ Op: C.P ; lbkw ⊆ lbkw;A.P (vlb opn)

for all t ∈ T : C.F.t ⊆ lbk ;A.F.t (vlb final) ✷

Theorem 7 (Soundness of value-level simulations) Let C and A be com-
patible data types and let C and A be state-level data types derived from C and
A, respectively, using variables R. If there is a value level simulation from C
to A then C refines A.

The proof of the theorem is given in the on-line technical report version [1].
The essential idea is that, given C and A, a state-level simulation may be lifted
from a value-level simulation by a pointwise extension based on the variables
in R, similar to the pointwise extension Lw above.
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PROOF.

Since state-level simulations are sound it suffices to show that the existence
of a value-level simulation implies the existence of a state-level simulation.

• Forward simulation.
◦ Forward Initialization. See Fig 0. Let s′ C.I−→ s. Show there is u ∈ fw [s]

s.t. s′ A.I−−→ u. Construct u as follows. Let y be a variable of C.

�
��

�
��

s'

u

s

fw

Fig. 0. Diagram for proof of forward soundness: Initialization

� Case 1: y is visible. We show that lfw [s.y] �= ∅. Then let u.y ∈ lfw [s.y]
and show that (s′.y, u.y) ∈ A.I.v.
By construction of C.I, (s′.y, s.y) ∈ C.I.v. By (vlf init), (s′.y, s.y) ∈

A.I.v; lfw−1. By definition of “;” there is b s.t. (s′.y, b) ∈ A.I.v and
(b, s.y) ∈ lfw−1. Hence lfw [s.y] �= ∅ and (s.y, b) ∈ A.I.v, so (s.y, u.y) ∈
A.I.v.

� Case 2: y is hidden. We show that lfw [s.y] �= ∅. Then let u.y ∈ lfw [s.y]
and show that (·, u.y) ∈ A.I.h.
By construction of C.I, (·, s.y) ∈ C.I.h. By (vlf init), (·, s.y) ∈

A.I.h; lfw−1. By definition of “;” there is b s.t. (·, b) ∈ A.I.h and
(b, s.y) ∈ lfw−1. Hence lfw [s.y] �= ∅ and (·, b) ∈ A.I.h, so (s.y, u.y) ∈
A.I.h.
By definition, u ∈ fw [s] iff for all variables y, u.y ∈ lfw [s.y], which we

have shown. Also by definition, s′ A.I−−→ u iff for all visible y, s′.y
A.I.v��� u.y

and for all hidden y, · A.I.h��� u.y, which we have shown.

◦ Forward Operations. See Fig 1. Let s′
C.P (
g)−−−→ s for (P : w) ∈ Op. Show

fw [s′] = ∅, or ∀u′ ∈ fw [s′]∃u ∈ fw [s] : u′ A.P (
g)−−−−→ u.

u

s

fw

u'

s'

)( �� ��
�

)(�� ��
�

Fig. 1. Diagram for proof of forward soundness: Operations

� Case 1: for some variable y, lfw [s′.y] = ∅. Then by construction, fw [s′] =
∅.

� Case 2: for all variables y, lfw [s′.y] �= ∅. Then by construction, fw [s′] �=
∅. Construct u as follows, where y is a variable of C.
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· Case 2a: y /∈ �g. Let u.y = u′.y. We have s.y = s′.y, so u.y ∈ lfw [s.y].
· Case 2b: y ∈ �g. Let u.y ∈ lfw [s.y]. We show that lfww[s.�g] �= ∅ and

u′.�g
A.P��� u.�g.

By construction of C.P (�g), (s′.�g, s.�g) ∈ C.P . We are given that
(u′.�g, s′.�g) ∈ lfw−1

w . So by definition of “;”, (u′.�g, s′.�g) ∈ lfw−1
w ;C.P .

By (vlf opn), (u.�g, s.�g) ∈ A.P ; lfw−1
w . By definition of “;”, ∃�b : ((u.�g,�b) ∈

A.P ∧ (�b, s.�g) ∈ lfw−1
w ). So lfww[s.�g ] �= ∅ and u′.�g

A.P��� u.�g.
By definition, u ∈ fw [s] iff for all variables y, u.y ∈ fw [s.y], which

we have shown. Also by definition, u′ A.P (
g)−−−−→ u iff ∀y /∈ �g : u.y =

u′.y ∧ u′.�g
P��� u.�g, which we have shown.

◦ Forward Finalization. See Fig. 2. Let s′ C.F−−→ s. Show that fw [s′] = ∅ or

∀u′ ∈ fw [s′] : u′ A.F−−→ s′.

�
��

�
��

sfw

u'

s'

Fig. 2. Diagram for proof of forward soundness: Finalization

� Case 1: for some variable y, lfw [s′.y] = ∅. Then by construction, fw [s′] =
∅.

� Case 2: for all variables y, lfw [s′.y] �= ∅. Then fw [s′] �= ∅. Let u′ ∈ fw [s′]
and let y be any variable of C.
· Case 2a: y is visible. We have (s′.y, s.y) ∈ C.F.v since s′

C.F��� s.
We are given that u′ ∈ fw [s′], so u′.y ∈ lfw [s.y]. Hence (u′.y, s.y) ∈
lfw−1;C.F.v. So by (vlf final), (u′.y, s.y) ∈ A.F.v.

· Case 2b: y is hidden. We have (s′.y, ·) ∈ C.F.h since s′
C.F��� s.

We are given that u′ ∈ fw [s′], so u′.y ∈ lfw [s.y]. Hence (u′.y, ·) ∈
lfw−1;C.F.h. So by (vlf final), (u′.y, ·) ∈ A.F.h.

By definition, u′ A.I−−→ s iff for all visible y, u′.y
A.I.v��� s.y and for all

hidden y, u′.y
A.I.h��� ·, which we have shown.

• Backward simulation.
◦ Backward Initialization. See Fig 3. Let s′ C.I−→ s. Show bk [s] = ∅, or

∀u ∈ bk [s] : s′ C.I−→ u.

�
��

�
��

s'

u

s

bk

Fig. 3. Diagram for proof of backward soundness: Initialization
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� Case 1: for some variable y in C, lbk[s.y] = ∅. Then bk [s] = ∅.
� Case 2: for all variables y in C, lbk[s.y] �= ∅. Then bk [s] �= ∅. Let
u ∈ bk [s] and let y be any variable of C.
· Case 2a: y is visible. By definition of C.I, (s′.y, s.y) ∈ C.I.v. We have
s.y ∈ lbk [u.y] since u ∈ bk [s]. So by definition of “;”, (s.y, u.y) ∈
C.I.v; lbk . By (vlb init), (s′.y, u.y) ∈ A.I.v.

· Case 2b: y is hidden.By definition of C.I, (·, s.y) ∈ C.I.v. We have
s.y ∈ lbk [u.y] since u ∈ bk [s]. So by definition of “;”, (·, u.y) ∈
C.I.v; lbk . By (vlb init), (·, u.y) ∈ A.I.v.

By definition, s′ A.I−−→ u iff for visible variables y, (s′.y, u.y) ∈ A.I.v,
which we have shown, and for hidden variables y, (·, u.y) ∈ A.I.h, which
we have shown.

◦ Backward Operations. See Fig 4. Let s′
C.P (
g)−−−→ s for (P : w) ∈ Op. Show

bk [s′] = ∅, or ∀u ∈ bk [s]∃u′ ∈ bk [s] : u′ A.P (
g)−−−−→ u.

u

s

bk

u'

s'

)( �� ��
�

)(�� ��
�

Fig. 4. Diagram for proof of backward soundness: Operations

� Case 1: for some variable y, lbk [s.y] = ∅. Then by construction, bk [s] =
∅.

� Case 2: for all variables y, lbk [s.y] �= ∅. Then by construction, bk [s] �= ∅.
Construct u′ as follows, where y is a variable of C.
· Case 2a: y /∈ �g. Let u′.y = u.y. We have s′.y = s.y, so u′.y ∈ lfw [s′.y].
· Case 2b: y ∈ �g. Let u′.y ∈ lbk [s′.y]. We show that lbkw[s

′.�g ] �= ∅ and

u′.�g
A.P��� u.�g.

By construction of C.P (�g), (s′.�g, s.�g) ∈ C.P . We are given that
(u.�g, s.�g) ∈ lbk−1

w . So by definition of “;”, (u.�g, s.�g) ∈ lbk−1
w ;C.P .

By (vlb opn), (u′.�g, s′.�g) ∈ A.P ; lfw−1
w . By definition of “;”, ∃�b′ :

((u′.�g,�b) ∈ A.P ∧ (�b, s′.�g) ∈ lbk−1
w ). So lbkw[s

′.�g] �= ∅ and u′.�g
A.P��� u.�g.

By definition, u′ ∈ bk [s′] iff for all variables y, u′.y ∈ fw [s′.y], which

we have shown. Also by definition, u′ A.P (
g)−−−−→ u iff ∀y /∈ �g : u′.y = u.y

and u′.�g
P��� u.�g, which we have shown.

◦ Backward Finalization. See Fig. 5. Let s′ C.I−→ s. Show there is u′ ∈ bk [s′]
s.t. u′ A.I−−→ s. Construct u′ as follows. Let y be a variable of C.
� Case 1: y is visible. We show that lbk [s′.y] �= ∅. Then let u′.y ∈ lbk [s′.y]

and show that (u′.y, s.y) ∈ A.f.v.
By construction of C.I, (s′.y, s.y) ∈ C.I.v. By (vlb final), (s′.y, s.y) ∈

lbk ;A.I.v. By definition of “;” there is b′ s.t. (s′.y, b′) ∈ lbk and (b′, s.y) ∈
A.F.v. Hence lbk [s′.y] �= ∅ and (b′, s.y) ∈ A.I.v, so (u′.y, s.y) ∈ A.F.v.
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�
��

�
��

sbk

u'

s'

Fig. 5. Diagram for proof of backward soundness: Finalization

� Case 2: y is hidden. We show that lbk [s′.y] �= ∅. Then let u′.y ∈ lfw [s′.y]
and show that (u′.y, ·) ∈ A.F.h.
By construction of C.I, (s′.y, ·) ∈ C.I.h. By (vlb final), (s′.y, ·) ∈

lbk ;A.I.h. By definition of “;” there is b′ s.t. (s′.y, b′) ∈ lbk and (b′, ·) ∈
A.F.h. Hence lbk [s′.y] �= ∅ and (b′, s.y) ∈ A.I.h, so (u′.y, s.y) ∈ A.F.h.
By definition, u′ ∈ bk [s′] iff for all variables y, u′.y ∈ lbk [s′.y], which we

have shown. Also by definition, u′ A.I−−→ s iff for all visible y, u′.y
A.F.v��� s.y

and for all hidden y, u′.y
A.F.h��� ·, which we have shown. ��

2 Value-Level (In)Completeness Results

Assume in the sequel that A and C are compatible data types and that A
and C are state level data types derived from A and C, respectively, using the
same variables R. From [7] we know that state-level forward and backward
simulations together are complete, but the construction used in the proof is
inconsistent with our value-level setup. Completeness also holds in our setting:
that is, we can show that if C is a data refinement ofA then there is a data type
B and a state-level data type B s.t. C ⊆FB ⊆BA. A proof of this completeness
is given in the on-line technical report version [1]. As we show in this section,
if we limit ourselves to value-level simulations we do not have completeness
except in the case that the data types are so restricted that each operation
accepts only a single visible or hidden argument.

Theorem 8 (Completeness of State-Level Simulations for Value-Level Data Types)
Let C and A be compatible data types and let C and A be state-level data types
based on C and A, respectively, using the same variables, R. If C refines A
then there exists a data type B and state-level data type B based on B s.t.
C ⊆F B ⊆B A.

PROOF. The key to the proof lies in the construction of B. The visible
values of C and A are expanded to include not only the original visible values
but also all pairs of visible values. These new pairs are unreachable in C and
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A, but are used in B. When a visible value of B is initialized, the new value
is a pair in which both entries are the original value; operations manipulate
the first entry and leave the second alone. Hence the second entry gives the
original value, and is used by the simulation relation to get the initial visible
state.

The hidden values of B consist of a vector, with one entry for each hidden
variable of C, and with a entry to store the sequence of operations that have
been invoked. In B, only a single hidden variable is used, which contains all
the hidden values of C.

There is one operation of B for each operation P (x1, . . . , xi, y1, . . . yj) of C. The
operation is named Px1 . . . xiy1 . . . yj and is of sort vih, so an invocation would
be of the form Px1 . . . xiy1 . . . yj(x1, . . . , xi, z). Since there is one value-level
operation of B for each state-level operation of C, the value-level operations
can encode as history the state-level operations of C that have been invoked
so far.

The proof is in four parts. (1) We define B and B. (2) We show that there is
a forward simulation from C to B. (3) We show that B refines C and use this
to show (4) that there is a backward simulation from B to A.

(1) Definitions of B and B.
Define B as follows.

• B.D.v
def
= C.D.v ∪ (C.D.v × C.D.v).

• B.D.h
def
= {(a1, a2, . . . , aj , hist) : j is the number of hidden variables of

C and hist is a program of C}.
• B.I.v

def
= {(b′, (b, b′)) : (b′, b) ∈ C.I.v}.

• B.I.h
def
= {(·, (a1, a2, . . . , aj , hist)) : (·, ak) ∈ C.I.h for 1 ≤ k ≤ j, and

hist = λ}.
• B.O is given as follows. Assume for simplicity that each sort w is of the

form vihj for natural numbers i and j. If P (x1, x2, . . . , xi, y1, y2, . . . , yj)
is in C.O, then (Px1x2 . . . xiy1y2 . . . yj : v

ih) is inB.O. That is, the name
of the operation includes the names of the arguments. The meaning of
Px1x2 . . . xiy1y2 . . . yj is given as

{((b′1, st′1), (b′2, st′2), . . . , (b′i, st′i), (a′1, a′2, . . . , a′j, hist ′)),
((b1, st

′
1), (b2, st

′
2), . . . , (bi, st

′
i), (a1, a2, . . . , aj, hist)) :

((b′1, b
′
2, . . . , b

′
i, a

′
1, a

′
2, . . . , a

′
j),

(b1, b2, . . . , bi, a1, a2, . . . , aj)) ∈ C.P

and hist = (hist ′;P (x1, x2, . . . , xi, y1, y2, . . . , yj))}.

• B.F.v
def
= {((b′, st ′), b) : (b′, b) ∈ C.F.v}.

• B.F.h
def
= {((a1, a2, . . . , aj, hist), ·) : (ak, ·) ∈ C.F.h for 1 ≤ k ≤ j}.

11



Define B based on B with the visible variables of B being the same
as those of C and with one hidden variable z. The bijection J between
operations of B and those of C (respectively A) defined such that

B.Px1x2 . . . xiy1y2 . . . yj(x1, x2, . . . , xi, z)

corresponds to

C.P (x1, x2, . . . , xi, y1, y2, . . . , yj)

and similarly for A.
In the sequel, let x range over the visible variables of C and y range

over the hidden variables of C.

(2) Forward simulation from C to B.
Define fw : states(C) → states(B) as

fw [s]
def
= {t : ∀x∃st(t.x = (s.x, st)) and ∀y(s.y = (t.z)y)}.

Here we assume that vector t.z is indexed by the hidden variables in the
first j positions. Now we show that fw is a forward state-level simulation.

�
��

�
��

t=((x
1
=(b

1
,b

1
),...,x

i
=(b

i
,b

i
)),(z=(a

1
,...,a

j
,λ )))

s=((x
1
=b

1
,...,x

i
=b

i
),(y

1
=a

1
,...,y

j
=a

j
))

fws'=(x
1
=b

1
,...,x

i
=b

i
)

Fig. 6. Diagram for proof of Completeness: Forward Initialization from C to B

First we must show that the simulation holds for initialization:

C.I ⊆ B.I; fw−1.

See Fig. 6. Let s′ C.I−→ s. Show that there is t s.t. t ∈ fw [s] and s′ A.I−−→ t.
Let s′, s and t be as in Fig. 6. Then the conclusions follow immediately
from the definitions of fw and B.I.

��Px
1
...x

i
y

1
...y

j
(x

1
,...,x

i
)

fw

t'=((x
1
=(b'

1
,st

1
),...,x

i
=(b'

i
,st

i
)),

(z=(a'
1
,...,a'

j
,hist')))

s'=((x
1
=b'

1
,...,x

i
=b'

i
),

(y
1
=a'

1
,...,y

j
=a'

j
))

fw

s=((x
1
=b

1
,...,x

i
=b

i
),

(y
1
=a

1
,...,y

j
=a

j
))

t=((x
1
=(b

1
,st

1
),...,x

i
=(b

i
,st

i
)),

(z=(a
1
,...,a

j
,hist';P(x

1
,...,x

i
,y

1
,...,y

j
))))

��P(x
1
,...,x

i
,y

1
,...,y

j
)

Fig. 7. Diagram for proof of Completeness: Forward Operations from C to B

Next we must show that the simulation holds for the operations:

fw−1; C.P (x1, . . . , xi, y1, . . . , yj) ⊆ B.Px1 . . . xiy1 . . . yj(x1 . . . xi, z); fw
−1.
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See Fig. 7. Let s′
C.P (x1,...,xi,y1,...,yj)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ s and t′ ∈ fw [s′]. Show there is t s.t.

t ∈ fw [s] and t′
B.Px1...xiy1...yj(x1...xi,z)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ t. Let s′, s, t′ and t be as in Fig. 7.

Then the conclusions follow immediately from the definitions of fw and
B.Px1 . . . xiy1 . . . yj(x1 . . . xi, z).

�
��

�
��

s=(x
1
=b

1
,...,x

i
=b

i
)fw

t'=((x
1
=(b'

1
,st'

1
),...,x

i
=(b'

i
,st'

i
)),(z=(a'

1
,...,a'

j
,hist')))

s'=((x
1
=b'

1
,...,x

i
=b'

i
),(x

1
=a'

1
,...,x

j
=a'

j
))

Fig. 8. Diagram for proof of Completeness: Forward Finalization from C to B
Finally we must show that the simulation holds for finalization:

fw−1; C.F ⊆ B.F ,

See Fig. 8. Let s′ C.F−−→ s and t′ ∈ fw [s′]. Show that t′ B.F−−→ s. Let s′, s
and t′ be as in Fig. 8. Then the conclusions follow immediately from the
definitions of fw and B.F .

(3) B refines C.
We will show a forward simulation from B to C. Since simulations

are sound, this will give us that B refines C. Define fw r : states(B) →
states(C) as

fw r[t]
def
= {s : ∀x(s.x = t.x) and ∀y(s.y = (t.z)y)}.

The simulation connections are shown in Figs. 9-11. The conclusions
are each immediate from the definitions.

�
��

�
��

t=((x
1
=(b

1
,b

1
),...,x

i
=(b

i
,b

i
)),(z=(a

1
,...,a

j
,λ )))

s=((x
1
=b

1
,...,x

i
=b

i
),(y

1
=a

1
,...,y

j
=a

j
))

fw
r

t'=(x
1
=b

1
,...,x

i
=b

i
)

Fig. 9. Diagram for proof of Completeness: Forward Initialization from B to C

��Px
1...x

iy1...y
j(x1,...,xi)

fw
r

u'=((x
1
=(b'

1
,st

1
),...,x

i
=(b'

i
,st

i
)),

(z=(a'
1
,...,a'

j
,hist')))

s'=((x
1
=b'

1
,...,x

i
=b'

i
),

(y
1
=a'

1
,...,y

j
=a'

j
))

fw
r

s=((x
1
=b

1
,...,x

i
=b

i
),

(y
1
=a

1
,...,y

j
=a

j
))

u=((x
1
=(b

1
,st

1
),...,x

i
=(b

i
,st

i
)),

(z=(a
1
,...,a

j
,hist';P(x

1
,...,x

i
,y

1
,...,y

j
))))

��P(x1,...,xi,y1,...,yj)

Fig. 10. Diagram for proof of Completeness: Forward Operations from B to C
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�
��

�
��

t=(x
1
=b

1
,...,x

i
=b

i
)fw

r

t'=((x
1
=(b'

1
,st'

1
),...,x

i
=(b'

i
,st'

i
)),(z=(a'

1
,...,a'

j
,hist')))

s'=((x
1
=b'

1
,...,x

i
=b'

i
),(x

1
=a'

1
,...,x

j
=a'

j
))

Fig. 11. Diagram for proof of Completeness: Forward Finalization from B to C
(4) Backward simulation from B to A.

For t ∈ states(B), define st(t) def
= (x1 = st1, . . . , xi = st i) where for

1 ≤ k ≤ i, t.xk = (bk, stk), and define hist(t) as the history part of
t.z. Notationally, let A.hist(t) be that program of A consisting of the
operations in hist(t).

Define bk : states(B) → states(A) as

bk [t]
def
= A.I; hist(t)(A)[st(t)].

That is, t corresponds to the set of states computed in A by the program
used to compute t in B when given the same visible initialization.

Now we show that bk is a backward simulation. First we must show
that the simulation holds for initialization:

B.I; bk ⊆ A.I.

Let t′ B.I−−→ t and u ∈ bk [t]. Show that t′ A.I−−→ u. By the construction of
B.I we know that hist(t) = λ and st(t) = t′. Hence, since u ∈ bk [t],

u ∈ A.I[st(t)], so u ∈ A.I[t′], so t′ A.I−−→ u.
Next we show that the simulation holds for operations:

B.Px1 . . . xiy1 . . . yj(x1 . . . xi, z); bk ⊆ bk ;A.P (x1, . . . , xi, y1, . . . , yj).

Let t′
B.Px1...xiy1...yj(x1...xi,z)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ t and u ∈ bk [t]. Show that there is u′ s.t.

u′ ∈ bk [t′] and u′ A.P (x1,...,xi,y1,...,yj)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ u. By the construction of

B.Px1 . . . xiy1 . . . yj(x1 . . . xi, z),

we know that hist(t) = hist(t′);P (x1, . . . , xi, y1, . . . , yj) and that st(t) =
st(t′). Since u ∈ bk [t], u ∈ A.I; (hist(t))[st(t)], so u ∈ A.I; hist(t′)(A);
A.P (x1, . . . , xi, y1, . . . , yj))[st(t)]. Hence there is u

′ ∈ A.I; hist(t′)(A)[st(t)],
so u′ ∈ A.I; hist(t′)(A)[st(t′)]. So by definition of bk , u′ ∈ bk [t′], and by

definition of A.P (x1, . . . , xi, y1, . . . , yj), u
′ A.P (x1,...,xi,y1,...,yj)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ u.

Finally we show that the simulation holds for finalization:

B.F ⊆ bk ;A.F .

Let t′ B.F−−→ t. Show there is u′ s.t. u′ ∈ bk [t′] and u′ A.F−−→ u. By the
construction of B, we have that t ∈ B.I; hist(t′)(B);B.F [st(t′)]. Since
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B refines A, we have that B.I; hist(t′)(B);B.F ⊆ A.I; hist(t′)(A);A.F .
Hence t ∈ A.I; hist(t′)(A);A.F [st(t′)]. Consequently there is u′ ∈ A.I; hist(t′)(A)[st(t′)]
s.t. u′ A.F−−→ t. And by definition of bk , u′ ∈ bk [t′].

��

Consider Fig. 12. The abstract data type EagerToss models an ambitious but
incompetent juggler that tries to toss two ready plates (R) so that they are
both right side up (Up) or upside down (Dn); he notes which way they came
up (tt if both were up, ff if both were down, and either tt or ff if they don’t
match) but he can’t catch them, so they smash at the end (H). A programmer
implementing this (LazyToss) observes that deciding how they came up can
be postponed, so takes two available plates (L), makes them match (M), and
then nondetermistically decides whether they were right side up or not (tt
or ff ) before they are broken (K). In this example, plates are hidden sorts.
For EagerToss, the domain for plates is {R,Up,Dn, H} while for LazyToss,
the domain is {L,M,K}. For both, the visible values are three-state Booleans
{tt ,ff , ?}, where “?” indicates an undefined value.

M akeM atch Check

(R,R)
(Up,Up)

(Dn,Dn)

(H,H,tt)

(H,H,ff)

(Up,Up,?)

(Dn,Dn,?)

(Up,Dn,?)

(Dn,Up,?)

I.v

tt tt

ff ff

? ?

I.h

. R

F.v

tt tt

ff ff

? ?

F.h

H .

A: EagerToss

M akeM atch CheckI.v

tt tt

ff ff

? ?

I.h

. L

F.v

tt tt

ff ff

? ?

F.h

K .

C: LazyToss

(L,L) (M,M)
(K,K,tt)

(M,M,?)
(K,K,ff)

Fig. 12. Tossing Matching Plates: Data Types

LazyToss, C, is a refinement of EagerToss, A; a proof is included in the ex-
panded on-line technical report version [1]. Consider a program pgm(C) for
some C s.t. C.I; pgm(C); C.F �= ∅. Note that in any such non-empty program
every hidden variable is matched exactly once and is checked exactly once;
variables that are unmatched or unchecked will fail finalization. For any C and
A we have the invariant that for any pgm(C), if state s is in the codomain of
C.I; pgm(C) there is state u in the codomain of A.I; pgm(A) and for each hid-
den variable y, if u.y is Up or Dn then s.y = M ; and for each visible variable
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z, u.z = s.z. Let x and y be distinct hidden variables and z a visible variable,
and consider two cases. Recall that, according to Definition 3, arguments to
operations must be distinct variables.

• Case 1. x and y were matched together. For A the matching will nonde-
terministically give us abstract states u′

1 and u′
2 where x and y are both

Up or both Dn, respectively. In C the matching gives us a state s′ in which
the variables are both M . Suppose s′.z =? so that u′.z =?. Then applying
A.Check(x, y, z) to the abstract states gives us states u1 and u2 where z is
tt and ff , respectively. Applying C.Check(x, y, z) to s′ nondeterministically
gives us two states in which z is tt and ff , respectively. Hence the outcomes
are visibly identical.

• Case 2. x and y were not matched together; that is, each was matched with
other variables. Then we will have an abstract state u′ where x is Up and
y is Dn or vice versa. In this case applying A.Check(x, y, z) to u′ nondeter-
ministically gives us states u1 and u2 where z is tt and ff , respectively. In
the concrete, x and y are both M in s′. As in the first case, we nondeter-
ministically have two checked states in which z is tt and ff , respectively, so
again the outcomes are visibly identical.

Theorem 9 (Refinement in Fig. 12) Let C and A be as in Fig. 12. Then
for any C and A derived from C and A, respectively, C refines A.

PROOF. The proof depends on Prop. 10, below, that establishes a coupling
invariant between the values of states of C and A as they evolve in a program.

Let s ∈ C.I; pgm(C); C.F [s0] for pgm(C) ∈ Pgms(C) and visible state s0. We
must show that s ∈ A.I; pgm(A);A.F [s0].

Define vis(s′) as the visible state corresponding to the visible variables of s′.
Note that vis(s) = s since s consists only of visible variables. By the definition
of “;”, ∃s′ ∈ C.I; pgm(C)[s0] s.t. s ∈ C.F [s′]. By the definition of C.F , all
hidden values of s′ are K and vis(s′) = s.

By part 2 of the coupling invariant, ∃u′ ∈ A.I; pgm(A)[s0] s.t. vis(u′) =
vis(s′), so vis(u′) = s. By part 1 of the coupling invariant and the fact that
all hidden values of s′ are K, all hidden values of u′ are H . Hence, by the
definition of A.F and the fact that vis(u′) = vis(s), s ∈ A.F [u′], so by the
definition of “;”, s ∈ A.I; pgm(A);A.F [s0]. ��

For the proposition, define an M-variable of s as a variable of s s.t. s.y = M ,
where s is a state of C. Note that since operations of C always treatM-variables
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in pairs, the number of M-variables in any state of C.I; pgm(C)[s0] is even,
where pgm(C) is a program of C and s0 is a visible state of C.

Define a pairing G = {G1, . . . , Gn} of M-variables of s as a set s.t. Gi is a pair
of distinct M-variables of s and for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n : i �= j : y ∈ Gi =⇒ y /∈ Gj ,
where there are 2n M-variables in s. Notationally, Gi,1 is the first member of
the ith pair, and similarly for Gi,2.

Proposition 10 (Coupling Invariant) Let C and A be as given. Let s0 be
a visible state and pgm(C) a program of C. Then for each s ∈ C.I; pgm(C)[s0]
the following conditions hold.

(1) ∀u ∈ A.I; pgm(A)[s0] :
(a) ∀ visible variables x :

If s.x =? then u.x =?.
If s.x ∈ {tt ,ff } then u.x ∈ {tt ,ff }.

(b) ∀ hidden variables y :
If s.x = L then u.x = R.
If s.x = M then u.x ∈ {Up,Dn}.
If s.x = K then u.x = H.

(2) For all pairings G = {G1, . . . , Gn} of M-variables of s and for all ā ∈
{Up,Dn}n there exists u ∈ A.I; pgm(A)[s0] such that the following hold.
(a) vis(u) = vis(s) and
(b) ā ∈ ×

1≤i≤n
{u.Gi,1, u.Gi,2}.

The first condition of part 2 of the coupling invariant is what we need to
prove the theorem. But to establish it we must combine it with the second
condition. The second condition, explained in more detail below, reflects the
fact that MakeMatch may be used to match, say, variables y0 and y1 together
in one operation and variables y2 and y3 together in another operation, while
Check may be used to check y1 and y2 together in one operation and y0 and y3

together in another; alternatively, Check may check y0 and y1 together in one
operation and y2 and y3 together in another. These represent different group-
ings of the M-variables. The second condition indicates that this difference in
grouping does not matter.

If we define state s of C as reachable by program pgm(C) from s0 in C in the
usual way as any state in C.I; pgm(C)[s0], then the second condition of part
2 of the coupling invariant says the following: If we pick any pairing of M-
variables in any state reachable by pgm(C) from s0 in C then we may arbitrarily
associate tt or ff with each pair and find a state u reachable by pgm(A) from
s0 in A s.t. for each pair, the value of at least one of the variables of the pair
has the associated tt/ff value in u.
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PROOF.

(1) By induction on the length of programs.
• Base Case: pgm(C) is null. The conclusion follows immediately from the

definition of C.I.
• Inductive step: pgm(C) = pgm ′(C); C.MakeMatch(y0, y1).

Let s ∈ C.I; pgm ′(C); C.MakeMatch(y0, y1)[s0] and u ∈ A.I; pgm ′(A);
A.MakeMatch(y0, y1)[s0]. Then ∃s′ ∈ C.I; pgm ′(C)[s0] s.t. s ∈ C.MakeMatch(y0, y1)[s

′]
and ∃u′ ∈ A.I; pgm ′(A)[s0] s.t. u ∈ A.MakeMatch(y0, y1)[u

′].
By the definitions of C.MakeMatch(y0, y1) and A.MakeMatch(y0, y1),

s.y0 = s.y1 = M and u.y0, u.y1 ∈ {Up,Dn}. Hence the conclusion holds
for variables y0 and y1. Since the conclusion holds between s′ and u′ by
the inductive hypothesis, and since s = s′ and u = u′ for variables other
than y0 and y1, the conclusion holds for s and u these variables as well.

• Inductive step: pgm(C) = pgm ′(C); C.Check(y0, y1, x0).
Let s ∈ C.I; pgm ′(C); C.Check(y0, y1, x0)[s0] and u ∈ A.I; pgm ′(A);

A.Check(y0, y1, x0)[s0]. Then ∃s′ ∈ C.I; pgm ′(C)[s0] s.t. s ∈ C.Check(y0, y1, x0)[s
′]

and ∃u′ ∈ A.I; pgm ′(A)[s0] s.t. u ∈ A.Check(y0, y1, x0)[u
′].

By the definitions of C.Check(y0, y1, x0) andA.Check(y0, y1, x0), s.y0 =
s.y1 = K, s.x0 ∈ {tt ,ff }, u.y0 = u.y1 = H and u.x0 ∈ {tt ,ff }. Hence
the conclusion holds for variables y0, y1, and x0. Since the conclusion
holds between s′ and u′ by the inductive hypothesis, and since s = s′

and u = u′ for variables other than y0, y1, x0, the conclusion holds for s
and u these variables as well.

(2) By induction on the length of programs.
• Base Case: pgm(C) is null. The conclusion follows immediately from the

definition of C.I.
• Inductive step: pgm(C) = pgm ′(C); C.MakeMatch(y0, y1).

By the definition of C.MakeMatch(y0, y1) we know that s.y0 = s.y1 =
M . We also know that there is s′ ∈ C.I; pgm ′(C) s.t. s ∈ C.MakeMatch(y0, y1)[s0]
where s′.y0 = s′.y1 = L, and otherwise s′ = s.
◦ y0 and y1 are paired together.

Without loss of generality, assume Gn = (y0, y1). Let G
′ = G−Gn.

Let ā′ be an (n − 1)-tuple that agrees with ā on the first n − 1
positions. By the inductive hypothesis ∃u′ ∈ AI; pgm ′(A)[s0] s.t. ā

′ ∈
×

1≤i≤n−1
{u′.G′

i,1, u
′.G′

i,2} and vis(u′) = vis(s′).

By part (1) of this proposition and the fact that s′.y0 = s′.y1 =
L, u′.y0 = u′.y1 = R. By the definition of A.MakeMatch(y0, y1),
∃u0, u1 ∈ A.MakeMatch(y0, y1)[u

′] s.t. u0.y0 = u0.y1 = Up and u1.y0 =
u1.y1 = Dn; other than these variables, u′, u0 and u1 agree.
If ān = Up then let u = u0; else ān = Dn, so let u = u1. Then

ā ∈ ×
1≤i≤n

{u.Gi,1, u.Gi,2} and vis(u) = vis(s).

◦ y0 and y1 are not paired together. Say y0 is paired with y2 and y1

is paired with y3. Without loss of generality, assume Gn−1 = (y0, y2)
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and Gn = (y1, y3).
There is a pairing G′ = {G1, . . . , Gn−2} of M-vars of s′. Let ā′ be

an (n − 1)-tuple that agrees with ā on the first n − 2 positions and
with the last position given as below.
Case 1. ān−1 = ān = Up.

Let ā′n−1 = Up. By the inductive hypothesis ∃u′ ∈ A.I; pgm ′(A)[s0]
s.t. ā′ ∈ ×

1≤i≤n−1
{u′.G′

i,1, u
′.G′

i,2} and vis(u′) = vis(s′).

By part (1) of this proposition and the fact that s′.y0 =
s′.y1 = L, u′.y0 = u′.y1 = R. Let u be s.t. u.y0 = u.y1 = Up;
other than these variables, u and u′ agree. By the definition
of A.MakeMatch(y0, y1), u ∈ A.MakeMatch(y0, y1)[u

′] so u ∈
A.I; pgm(A);A.MakeMatch(y0, y1)[s0].
Since ā′ ∈ ×

1≤i≤n
{u′.G′

i,1, u
′.G′

i,2} and ā′i = āi for 1 ≤ i ≤
n − 2, it suffices to show that ān−1 ∈ {u.y0, u.y2} and ān ∈
{u.y1, u.y3}. Since u.y0 = u.y1 = Up and ān−1 = ān = Up,
this is the case.
Finally, vis(u) = vis(s) since vis(s) = vis(s′) = vis(u′) =

vis(u).
Case 2. ān−1 = ān = Dn. This is similar to the preceding case, with

ā′n−1 = Dn and u.y0 = u.y1 = Up.
Case 3. ān−1 = Up, ān = Dn.

Let ā′n−1 = Up. By the inductive hypothesis ∃u′ ∈ A.I; pgm ′(A)[s0]
s.t. ā′ ∈ ×

1≤i≤n−1
{u′.G′

i,1, u
′.G′

i,2} and vis(u′) = vis(s′).

Since ā′ ∈ ×
1≤i≤n−1

{u′.G′
i,1, u

′.G′
i,2} and G′

n−1 = (y2, y4),

one of u′.y2, u
′.y4 must be Up. If u′.y2 = Up then let u be s.t.

u.y0 = u.y1 = Dn; else u′.y2 = Dn then u′.y4 = Up, so let u
be s.t. u.y0 = u.y1 = Up. Other than these variables, let u
and u′ agree.
As above, it suffices to show that ān−1 ∈ {u.y0, u.y2} and

ān ∈ {u.y1, u.y3}. By construction, one of u.y0, u.y2 is Up and
one of u.y1, u.y3 is Dn, so this condition is satisfied.
Finally, as above, vis(u) = vis(s) since vis(s) = vis(s′) =

vis(u′) = vis(u).
Case 4. ān−1 = Dn, ān = Up.

This is similar to the preceding case, substituting Up for
Dn and vice versa.

• Inductive step: pgm(C) = pgm ′(C); C.Check(y0, y1, x0).
By the definition of C.Check(y0, y1, x0) we know that s.y0 = s.y1 = K

and s.x0 ∈ {tt ,ff }. We also know that there is s′ ∈ C.I; pgm ′(C) s.t.
s ∈ C.Check(y0, y1, x0)[s0] where s′.y0 = s′.y1 = M and s′.x0 =? and
otherwise s′ = s.

There is a pairing G′ = {G′
1, . . . , G

′
n+1} of M-vars of s′ s.t. G′ =

{G1, . . . , Gn, (y0, y1)}.
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Case 1. s.x0 = tt .
Let ā′ = (a1, . . . , an,Up). By the inductive hypothesis ∃u′ ∈

A.I; pgm ′(A)[s0] s.t. ā
′ ∈ ×

1≤i≤n+1
{u′.G′

i,1, u
′.G′

i,2} and vis(u′) =

vis(s′). Hence ∃u ∈ A.Check(y0, y1, x0)[u
′] s.t. u = u′ except

that u.y0 = u.y1 = H and u.x0 = tt . Consequently, ā ∈
×

1≤i≤n
{u.Gi,1, u.Gi,2} and vis(u) = vis(s).

Case 2. s.x0 = ff .
This is similar to the preceding case, letting ā′ = (a1, . . . , an,Dn).

��

Despite the refinement, there is no value-level simulation between the data
types, as the theorem below shows. The problem lies in the fact that a value-
level simulation relation would have to relate M in the concrete to both Up
and Dn in the abstract. Hence for any value-level backward simulation, lbk ,
C.MakeMatch; lbk would include ((M,M), (Up,Dn)). This is not in lbk ;A.MakeMatch,
so it violates the condition for value-level backward simulation. A similar prob-
lem occurs for any proposed value-level forward simulation.

Since state-level forward and backward simulations are individually incomplete
but jointly complete, we might suppose that value-level forward and backward
simulations are also jointly complete. However, this is not the case, as the
following theorem shows.

Theorem 11 (Incompleteness of value-level simulations) Refer to Fig. 12.
LazyToss is a refinement of EagerToss but there is no data type B s.t. Lazy-
Toss ⊆LFB ⊆LBEagerToss or s.t. LazyToss ⊆LBB ⊆LFEagerToss.

PROOF. Notationally, let �c ′ C.P��� �c stand for (�c ′,�c ) ∈ C.P where (P : w) ∈
Op and �c is a tuple of values of C of sort w. Note that for value-level forward

simulation, lfw−1
w ;C.P ⊆ A.P ; lfw−1

w is equivalent to (�a ′ ∈ lfw [�c ′] ∧ �c ′ C.P���
�c =⇒ ∃�a ∈ lfww[�c ] : �a

′ A.P��� �a). Likewise, for value-level backward simulation,

C.P ; lbkw ⊆ lbkw;A.P is equivalent to (�c ′ C.P��� �c ∧ �a ∈ lfw [�c ] =⇒ ∃�a ′ ∈
lbkw[�c

′] : �a ′ A.P��� �a). Let mm
def
= (h, h), the sort of MakeMatch, and ck

def
=

(h, h, v), the sort of Check .

• Forward-backward. Let B be any data type such that lfw is a value-
level forward simulation from C to B. We show that there is no value-level
backward simulation lbk from B to A. For the sake of contradiction, suppose
that lbk is such a value-level backward simulation.
First we show that lfw [lbk [tt ]] = {{tt}}, and similarly for ff and ?, so

it suffices to consider the visible values of B to be tt , ff and ?. By (vlf
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init), ∃a ∈ lfw [tt ] : tt
B.I.v��� a. By (vlf final), ∀a ∈ lfw [tt ] : a

B.F.v��� tt . Let

a ∈ lfw [tt ]. Since a
B.F.v��� tt , by (vlb final) ∃n ∈ lbk [a] : n

A.F.v��� tt . By (vlb

init), ∀n ∈ lbk [a] : tt
A.I.v��� n. So n = tt and lfw [lbk [tt ]] = {{tt}}. The

reasoning for ff and ? are similar.
Figure 13 shows the commutativity relationships for the example. From

g .
∀

K .

F.h

∃

H .

∃∀

(e,e) (f1,f2)

(L,L) (M,M)

MakeMatch

∃

(R,R)

∀

(Up,Up)
(Dn,Dn)

. e
∃

. L

lfw

lbk

I.h

. R
∀

(A)

(B)

(C)

(g1,g2,tt/ff)

(H,H,tt/ff)

(f,f,?)
∀ ∃

(K,K,tt/ff)(M,M,?)

Check

∃
∀Dn,Dn,?

Dn,Up,?
Up,Dn,?
Up,Up,?

Quantifications shown are implied by the definitions of value-level simulation. For

instance, ∀(e,e)∈lfwmm [(L,L)] ∃(f1,f2)∈lfwmm [(M,M)] : ( (e,e)
B.MakeMatch

(f1,f2) ).

Fig. 13. Diagram for incompleteness proof (forward-backward)

this figure we may read off several facts. First, ∀c ∈ {L,M,K}∧∀b ∈ lfw [c] :
lfw [c] �= ∅ ∧ lbk [b] �= ∅. Second, ∃e ∈ lfw [L] : (·, e) ∈ B.I.h and for all such
e, lbk [e] = {R}.
Next we observe that since there are f1, f2 ∈ lfw [M ] s.t. (e, e)

B.MakeMatch���
(f1, f2) and since lbkmm [(e, e)] = {(R,R)}, then lbk [f1], lbk [f2] ⊆ {Up,Dn}.
Now we consider the three cases for lbk [f1].

· lbk [f1] = {Dn}. We have (f1, f1, ?)
B.Check��� (g1, g2,ff ) and (H,H,ff ) ∈

lbk ck [(g1, g2,ff )]. We have lbk ck [(f1, f1, ?)] = {(Up,Up, ?)} but this and

(vlb opn) would falsely imply that (Up,Up, ?)
A.Check��� (H,H,ff ).

· lbk [f1] = {Up}. The reasoning is similar to the preceding case.

· lbk [f1] = {Up,Dn}. Suppose lbk [f2] contains Dn. Then we have (e, e)
B.MakeMatch���

(f1, f2) and (Up,Dn) ∈ lbkmm [(f1, f2)]. We have lbkmm [(e, e)] = {(R,R)}
but this and (vlb opn) would falsely imply that (R,R)

A.MakeMatch��� (Up,Dn).
The case for lbk [f2] containing Up is similar.
Since all possibilities for lbk have failed, we conclude there is no value-level

backward simulation from B to A.
• Backward-forward. Let B be any data type such that lbk is a value-level

backward simulation from C to B. We show that there is no value-level
forward simulation lfw from B to A. For the sake of contradiction, suppose
that lfw is such a value-level forward simulation.
By reasoning similar to that for forward-backward, we have that lbk [lfw [tt ]] =

{{tt}}, and similarly for ff and ?, so again it suffices to consider the visible
values of B to be tt , ff and ?.
Figure 14 shows the commutativity relationships for the example. From
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(A)

(B)

(C) K .

F.h

∀

H .

g .
∃

(L,L) (M,M)

MakeMatch

∀

(R,R)

∃

(Up,Up)

(Dn,Dn)

∀∃

(f1,f2)(e1,e2)

. L

lbk

lfw

I.h

. R
∃

. e
∀

(K,K,tt/ff)(M,M,?)

Check

∀

(H,H,tt/ff)
∃

∃ ∀

(f1,f2,?)
(f3,f4,?)

Dn,Dn,?
Dn,Up,?
Up,Dn,?
Up,Up,?

(g1,g2,tt/ff)

Fig. 14. Diagram for incompleteness proof (backward-forward)

this figure we may read off several facts. First, ∀c ∈ {L,M,K}∧∀b ∈ lfw [c] :
lbk [c] �= ∅ ∧ lfw [b] �= ∅. Second, ∀e ∈ lbk [L] : (·, e) ∈ B.I.h ∧ R ∈ lfw [e].
Next we observe that since there are f1, f2, f3, f4 ∈ lbk [M ] (not necessarily

unique) as shown, lfw [f1], lfw [f2], lfw [f3], lfw [f4] must contain Up or Dn (or
both). We have the following two facts.
· Either lfw [f1] or lfw [f2] does not contain Dn. If both do, then we have

(f1, f2, ?)
B.Check��� (g1, g2, tt) and (Dn,Dn) ∈ lfw ck [(f1, f2)], but for no

(m1, m2, tt) ∈ lfw ck [(g1, g2, tt)] is it the case that (Dn,Dn)
A.Check��� (m1, m2, tt),

violating (vlb opn).
· Either lfw [f3] or lfw [f4] does not contain Up. The reasoning is similar to
the preceding case.
Now we show the contradiction. Suppose lfw [f1] contains Up but not

Dn and lfw [f3] contains Dn but not Up. Since f1, f3 ∈ lbk [M ], there is

(e1, e2) ∈ lbkmm [(L,L)] s.t. (e1, e2)
B.MakeMatch��� (f1, f3). We have (R,R) ∈

lfwmm [(e1, e2)] but since lfwmm [(f1, f3)] does not contain (Up,Up) or (Dn,Dn),
we do not meet the (vlb opn) condition for MakeMatch. The case for lfw [f1]
containing Dn but not Up and lfw [f3] containing Up but not Dn is similar.
So we conclude there is no value-level forward simulation from B to A. ��

Although value-level forward and backward simulations are not in general
complete, there is a restriction to data types for which they are complete. The
example of Fig. 12 depends on relations that can modify more than one value.
We can obtain a value-level completeness result by restricting data types to
being monadic so that each operation has only a single argument. The idea is
that for a program in a state-level data type derived from a monadic data type,
the values computed for any variable are independent of the other variables.
The full proof may be found on-line in [1].

Say that data type C is a refinement of data type A if for all sets of variables
R, there is a refinement from the state-level data type C derived from C using
R to the state-level data type A derived from A using R.
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Theorem 12 (Monadic completeness) Let C and A be value-level com-
patible monadic data types. If C is a refinement of A then there is a data type
B s.t. C ⊆LFB ⊆LBA.

PROOF.

For t ∈ T , define Ct as the state-level data type with a single variable y of sort
t. Define Ct.IN as:

· If t = v then Ct.IN = Cv.I;
· If t = h then Ct.IN = {(s′, s) : s′.y = · and (·, s.y) ∈ C.I.h}.

Similarly define Ct.FN as:

· If t = v then Ct.FN = Cv.F ;
· If t = h then Ct.FN = {(s′, s) : (·, s′.y) ∈ C.I.h and s.y = ·}.

Define c is computed by σ in Ct, where σ is a program of Ct, if for some s in
the domain of Ct.IN ; σ(Ct), s.y = c.

Define data type B:

· B.D.v = {(c, σ, c0) : c, c0 ∈ C.D.v, c is computed by σ in Cv from
c0} ∪ C.D.v

· B.D.h = {(c, σ, ·) : c ∈ c.D.h and c is computed by σ in Ch from ·}
· For t ∈ T , B.I.t = {(c′, (c, λ, c′)) : (c′, c) ∈ C.I.t}
· For (P : w) ∈ Op, (c′, σ′, c0)

B.P��� (c, σ′;P (y), c0) iff c′
C.P��� c and

(c′, σ′, c0), (c, σ′;P (y), c0) ∈ B.D.
· B.F.v = {((c′, σ′, c0), c) : (c′, c) ∈ C.F.v and (c′, σ′, c0) ∈ B.D.v}
· B.F.h = {((c′, σ′, ·), ·) : (c′, ·) ∈ C.F.h ∧
(c′, σ′, c0) ∈ B.D.h ∧Ah.IN ; σ′(Ah);A.FN �= ∅}

Define value-level forward simulation lfw ⊆ C.D × B.D and backward simu-
lation lbk ⊆ B.D ×A.D:

· lfw [c] = {(c, σ, c0) : (c, σ, c0) ∈ B.D}
· lbk [(c, σ, c0)] = {a : a is computed by σ from c0 in At}, where c is sort t

In what follows let t ∈ T .

• Show lfw is a value-level forward simulation.
◦ Forward Initialization. If C.I.t = ∅ then we are done. Else let (c′, c) ∈
C.I.t. Show that (c′, c) ∈ B.I.t; lf−1.
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(c′, c) ∈ B.I.t

=⇒ {definition of B}
(c′, (c, λ, c′)) ∈ B.I.t

=⇒ {(c′, (c, λ, c′)) ∈ lfw and definition of “;”}
(c′, c) ∈ B.I.t; lfw−1

◦ Forward Operations. Let (P : w) ∈ Op. Since C and A are monadic, w ∈
T . If lfw−1;C.P = ∅ then we are done. Else let ((c′, σ′, c0), c) ∈ lfw−1;C.P .
Show that ((c′, σ′, c0), c) ∈ B.P ; lfw−1.

((c′, σ′, c0), c) ∈ lfw−1;C.P

=⇒ {definition of lfw and “;”}
((c′, σ′, c0), c′) ∈ lfw−1 and (c′, c) ∈ C.P

=⇒ {definition of lfw and B.P}
((c, σ′;P (y), c0), c) ∈ lfw−1 and

(c′, σ′, c0)
B.P��� (c, σ′;P (y); c0)

{definition of “;”}
=⇒ ((c′, σ′, c0), c) ∈ B.P ; lfw−1

◦ Forward Finalization. If lf−1;C.F.t = ∅ then we are done. Else let ((c′, σ′, c0), c) ∈
lf−1;C.F.t. Show that ((c′, σ′, c0), c) ∈ B.F.t.

((c′, σ′, c0), c) ∈ lf−1;C.F.t

=⇒ {definition of “;” and lfw}
((c′, σ′, c0), c′) ∈ lf−1 and (c′, c) ∈ C.F.t

=⇒ {definition of B}
((c′, σ′, c0), c) ∈ B.F.t

• Show lbk is a value-level backward simulation.
◦ Backward Initialization. If B.I.t; lbk = ∅ then we are done. Else let

(c′, a) ∈ B.I.t; lbk . Show that (c′, a) ∈ A.I.t.
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(c′, a) ∈ B.I.t; lbk

=⇒ {definition of B.I.t and “;”}
∃(c, λ, c′) ∈ B.D.t : ( (c′, (c, λ, c′)) ∈ B.I.v∧

(c, λ, c′) ∈ lbk )

=⇒ {definition of lbk}
a is computed by λ from c′ in At

=⇒ {definition of “computed by”}
({y = c′}, {y = a}) ∈ A.IN

=⇒ {definition of A.IN}
(c′, a) ∈ A.I.t

◦ Backward Operations. Let (P : w) ∈ Op. Since C and A are monadic, w ∈
T . If B.P ; lbk = ∅ then we are done. Else let ((c′, σ′, c0), a) ∈ B.P ; lbk .
Show ((c′, σ′, c0), a) ∈ lbk ;A.P .

((c′, σ′, c0), a) ∈ B.P ; lbk

=⇒ {definition of “;” and lbk}
∃(c, σ′;P (y), c0) : ( ((c

′, σ′, c0), (c, σ′;P (y), c0)) ∈ B.P ∧
((c, σ′;P (y), c0), a) ∈ lbk )

=⇒ {definition of lbk

a is computed by σ′;P (y) from c0 in At

=⇒ {definition of “computed by” and of “;”}
∃a′ s.t. a′ is computed by σ′ in At

=⇒ {definition of lbk}

◦ Backward Finalization. If B.F.t = ∅ then we are done. Else let ((c′, σ′, c0), c) ∈
B.F.t. Show ((c′, σ′, c0), c) ∈ lbk ;A.F.t. This is divided into cases for vis-
ible and hidden.
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� Visible.

((c′, σ′, c0), c) ∈ B.F.v

=⇒ {definition of ((c′, σ′, c0), c) and B.F.v}
c′ is computed by σ′ from c0 in Cv and (c′, c) ∈ C.F.v

=⇒ {definition of “computed by” and C.FN}
({y = c0}, {y = c′}) ∈ Cv.IN ; σ′(Cv) and

({y = c′}, {y = c}) ∈ C.FN
=⇒ {definition of “;”}

({y = c0}, {y = c}) ∈ Cv.IN ; σ′(Cv); Cv.FN
=⇒ {Cv.IN = Cv.I and Cv.FN = Cv.F}

({y = c0}, {y = c}) ∈ Cv.I; σ′(Cv); Cv.F
=⇒ {C refines A}

({y = c0}, {y = c}) ∈ Av.I; σ′(Av);Av.F
=⇒ {Cv.IN = Cv.I and Cv.FN = Cv.F}

({y = c0}, {y = c}) ∈ Av.IN ; σ′(Av);Av.FN
=⇒ {definition of “;”}

∃a : ( {y = c0}, {y = a}) ∈ A.IN ; σ′(Av)∧
({y = c0}, {y = a}) ∈ A.FN )

=⇒ {definition of (c′, σ′, c0) and A.FN}
((c′, σ′, c0), a) ∈ lbk and (a, c) ∈ A.F.v

=⇒ {definition of “;”}
((c′, σ′, c0), c) ∈ lbk ;A.F.v
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� Hidden.

((c′, σ′, ·), ·) ∈ B.F.h

=⇒ {definition of “computed by” and B.F.h}
Ah.IN ; σ′(Ah);Ah.FN �= ∅

=⇒ {definition of Ah, Ah.IN and Ah.FN}
({y = ·}, {y = ·}) ∈ Ah.IN ; σ′(Ah);Ah.FN

=⇒ {definition of “;”}
∃a : ( {y = ·}, {y = a}) ∈ Ah.IN ; σ′(Ah)∧

({y = a}, {y = ·}) ∈ Ah.FN )

=⇒ {definition of lbk and Ah.FN}
((c′, σ′, ·), a) ∈ lbk and (a, ·) ∈ A.F.h

=⇒ {definition of “;”}
((c′, σ′, ·), ·) ∈ lbk ;A.F.h

��

This completeness result can be lifted to apply to data types whose operations
have multiple visible arguments but at most a single hidden argument, pro-
vided we add other restrictions. (1) Visible values may be changed between
program operations. We could view this as an “environment” or “client pro-
gram” making the changes or as requiring each data type to include operations
that each assign a visible value to its single argument. (2) For visible values,
initialization and finalization are the identity relation. (3) For hidden values,
initialization is not empty and finalization is total. This weak monadic defin-
ition is complete for value-level reasoning and is consistent with the set-up of
RESOLVE [8] and of behavioral subtyping [3].

3 Related Work and Conclusions

For ease of exposition we have used a partial correctness definition of data
refinement for first-order input-output programs. Since the proof of our main
counterexample, Fig. 12, depends neither on termination nor on input-output,
our results hold for total correctness definitions and for reactive programs as
well. And even though we have relied heavily on [7], the results can be adapted
to other state-level simulations such as the refinement calculus [0].

Now let us consider the value-level simulations mentioned in the literature.
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Nipkow presents a value-level forward simulation [6], as do Leavens and Pigozzi
[2]. Liskov and Wing’s behavioral subtyping [3] gives an abstraction function
that is both a value-level forward and backward simulation. Naumann [5] gives
forward and backward simulations that are induced from value-level relations
for a higher-order language.

RESOLVE [8] defines components that import existing data types and export
new data types with parameterized operations. For our purposes this is equiv-
alent to a data type with visible sorts (for the imported types) and hidden
sorts (for the exported types). The simulation used is called a correspondence,
which is a form of value-level backward simulation. For verification purposes,
RESOLVE permits an augmentation to data values provided this does not af-
fect the behavior of any operation; this is a restricted version of the value-level
forward simulation.

Since the value-level simulations proposed in the literature are either forward
or backward, we conclude that known value-level simulations are incomplete
for showing data refinement in the case that language constructs permit read-
ing and writing of multiple variables. These value-level simulations are com-
plete for the more restricted constructs of monadic and weak monadic. This
relationship between language constructs and completeness is deserving of
more study.
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